TSC

TRAIN THE TRAINER CLASS SCHEDULE

Improvized Explosive Device Effects Simulator (IEDES)

Tuesdays  0800-1100

IMPROVISED EXPLOSIVE DEVICE EFFECTS SIMULATOR:  The IED Effects Simulator (IEDES) kit is a Training Aid Device that will assist the Army in training on operational support tasks, conditions, and standards needed to achieve U.S. Military IED objectives. The IEDES is configured to simulate a Small, Medium, Large, and Extra Large explosive signature. The IEDES is designed to train key tasks of Explosive Hazards (EHs) defeat, to predict, prevent, detect, classify, neutralize, mark, report and record EH and to protect personnel, equipment and facilities from EH effects. Training is a three (3) hour block of instruction covering; device operation, setup, employment, and safety. Customers will also be trained on the Push/pull booby trap, suicide bombers vest, and pressure device. Training is open for personnel listed on the DA1687 signature card. Certified personnel must be present when equipment is issued. Certification is good for one (1) year.

Machine Gun/Blast/AK-47 Simulators

Wednesdays  0800 -1100

Machine Gun Simulator/Blast Simulator and AK-47 Simulator: The machine gun simulator, blast simulator, and AK-47 simulators are devices that operate by using propane and oxygen to replicate noises heard on the battlefield. This is a three (3) hour block of training covering set up, operation, and safety. Training is open for personnel listed on the DA1687 signature card. Certified personnel must be present when equipment is issued. Certification is good for one (1) year.

IWS Miles

Thursdays  0800-1100

IWS MILES CERTIFICATION:  IWS MILES Certification training is a three (3) hour block of instruction covering; set up, operation, employment,
maintenance, and safety. If a unit has specific MILES training needs, then a special class may be requested and arranged. Training is open for personnel listed on the DA 1687 signature card. Certified personnel must be present when equipment is issued. Certification is good for one (1) year.

**Laser Marksmanship Training Simulator (LMTS)**

**Requested by unit 24 hours in advance**

The LMTS is a 2 hour block of instruction that provides Soldiers with the knowledge required to setup the LMTS, identify parts of the training system, conduct trouble shooting operations, bore site and zero weapons to the device, plan/establish a training event and LMTS Policies & Procedures. Recommended minimum rank of student is E-5, though this is not mandatory. Training can be conducted when signing out the system if time and situation permit or the unit can schedule a class by calling 210-221-3229. Certification is good for one (1) year.